“ORLANDO’S BEST KEPT SECRET!”

OUTTA CONTROL MAGIC COMEDY DINNERS SHOW

UNLIMITED Pizza, Salad, Popcorn, Beer, Wine, Soda and Dessert!

SHOWS NIGHTLY!
LOCATED INSIDE WonderWorks

www.outtacontrolledinnnershow.com
9067 International Drive - Orlando, FL 32819
407-351-8800

DISCOVER INTERACT EXPLORE

Let your Imagination Run Wild!

www.wonderworksovlando.com
9067 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
407-351-8800

THE WONDERWORKS STORY

WonderWorks began as a top-secret laboratory in the Bermuda Triangle where scientists worked on harnessing the power of a man-made tornado. One day, an accident caused an explosion, launching the laboratory to the tip of the earth’s atmosphere. Gravity forced the lab back down to the ground where it landed upside down on International Drive. The building remained intact, waiting for the next scientist to explore. Enter with caution – as sometimes it is hard to tell whether you are upside down or right side up!

Did you know?

The most unusual and amazing laboratory is considered one of the world’s upside down buildings in Orlando, Florida.

www.wonderworksovlando.com
EXIT 74

“An Orlando Hidden Jewel”
“Family Fun”
“Wow! Awesome”
OVER 100 INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS

WONDERWORKS

EXPERIENCE THE UPSIDE DOWN ADVENTURE

AN AMUSEMENT PARK FOR THE MIND